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A Study of Inter-fareclass Competition
in Airline Marketsr

by Tae Hoon Oum* and David W . Gillen**

I. INTRODUCTION

'pHE DE REGULATION MOVEMENT,
A which began officially in 1975 through the
aggressive promotion of the legislative propos
als for airline regulatory reform both by the
U.S. Senate's Kennedy Subcommittee and by
the Ford Administration, has continuously
increased market pressures on the U.S. sched
uled airlines. On the other hand, soaring fuel
price coupled with double digit inflation made
it impossible for the airlines to decrease their
standard economy fares. In order to cope with
the increasing market pressures for lower
fares, therefore, the scheduled airlines compet
itively introduced and/or expanded availabil
ity of various forms of discount and promo
tional fare programs, and gradually relaxed the
conditions under which the low fares can be
applied. In the mean time, the airline industry
hoped to keep the majority of business trav
ellers in the first class or the sta ndard econom y
fare class, while the discount fares generate
additional traffic to help relieve the chronic
situation of capacity underutilization.

Virtually on all long-haul routes, the major
ity of passengers now fly on discount fares.
This is especially so on routes to and from
resort cities. Because of the sharp increase in
low fare passengers since the beginning of the
de-regulation movement, airlines have already
reached a point where major capacity expan
sion is necessary to accommodate the growing
low fare passengers. Low fare passengers,
initially served to increase load factor by filling
in empty seats, are no longer marginal to the
system. They now begin to impose capacity
costs to the system.

As role of the low fare passengers in airline
finance changes, it is natural to ask questions
concerning the airlines' long-run profitability
and economic efficiency of the current inter-
fareclass pricing, which has evolved as airlines
responded to the rising market pressure prob
ably with short-term calculation. As the first
step toward such a comprehensive analysis,
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this study shall attempt to estimate a system of
derived demand functions for the three major
air fare classes from a set of selected route-
specific cross-sectional data of the U.S. inter
city airline markets in 1978. The three fare-
classes are first class, standard economy fare-
class (includes first class discount fares), and
discount fareclass (includes, among others,
excursion fares, charter class fares, commuter
fares, night flight fares, holiday and weekend
fares and many other promotional fares).
The recent attempts to investigate the
demands for fare classes include Mutti and
Murai 11977] and Straszheim |1979| on the
North Atlantic routes. Although their discus
sions on inter-fareclass competition are in
structive, their demand functions suffer from
the following weaknesses:

1. The yearly data aggregated over all North
Atlantic routes (or by country in the case of
Mutti and Murai's work), were used to
estimate demand functions.

2. Cobb-Douglas demand function used in
their studies is not appropriate for study
ing inter-fareclass competition because it
restricts the elasticities of substitution
between any pair of fareclasses on all
routes to "unity."

3. Univariate multiple regression employed
in their studies gives "biased test statis
tics," possibly leading to a choice of wrong
model.

To avoid the above weaknesses and to provide
reliable estimates for various measures indi
cating the degree of inter-fareclass competi
tion, the following approach is taken in this
study:

1. A system of demand functions for the three
fareclasses are derived, consistently with
theory of demand, from a 'translog' form of
reciprocal indirect utility function. A
translog form allows for free variation of
the elasticities of substitution between any
two fareclasses.

2. The demand functions for the three fare-
classes are estimated jointly by a multivar
iate nonlinear least squares method using
the route-specific cross-sectional yearly
data (1978) of the selected intra-U.S.
routes.

3. Within the translog context, we test sev
eral alternative structures of traveller
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preferences such as non-homothetic gen
eral model, homotheticity and log-linear
preferences which have been commonly
assumed in most other studies including
Mutti and Murai |1977) and Straszheim
|1979|.

This procedure allows us tochoose the demand
model which describes traveller choice behav
ior properly, and thus to obtain more reliable
estimates of various measures indicating the
degree of inter-fareclass competition on var
ious routes.

This paper is organized as follows:
Section II discusses the derivation of the
non-homothetic general form of demand sys
tem, and the formulae for computing elastici
ties of inter-fareclass substitution and price
and route budget elasticities of fareclass de
mands. The conditions under which one can
estimate our particular form of route specific
fareclass demands are also discussed in this
section.

Section III presents data construction and
sources of the data. Estimation and tests of the
hypotheses concerning structure of the prefer
ences are presented in Section IV.
Finally, empirical results are presented in
Section V along with their implications on
inter-fareclass competition.

II. FORMULATION OF THE
DEMAND MODEL

(A) Theoretical Issues

Virtually all previous studies on cross-
sectional demand models have estimated var
ious forms of statistical relationships between
demands and their potential determinants
such as prices and quality variables of the
alternative choices, and socio-economic and
demographic characteristics of the origin and
the destination, withoutdirectly relating tothe
theoretical framework in which consumers
optimize their purchase decisions. This is
understandable considering that when con
sumer theory is applied to an empirical demand
study involving only a small sub-sector such as
route specific travel mode choice and fareclass
choice, it requires to impose many restrictive
assumptions about the structure of prefer
ences which may not be justified empirically.
Nonetheless, these assumptions are implicitly
imposed in their statistical demand equations.

Since a derived demand system will be used
in this study, it seems essential to describe
briefly about the assumptions required to
single out the fareclass demand system from
the over all framework of consumer demand
system. Given our interest in investigating
inter fareclass competition, it is necessary to
express demands for the fareclasses as func
tions of only the available route-specific data

such as prices and quality variables of alterna
tive fareclasses. and route-specific total air
travel cost (or budget) and market charactens
tics. Purely statistical demand studies nor
mally include, among other variables, popula
tions and incomes of the origin and destination
cities as the explanatory variables in the
demand equations. This practice is theoreti
cally equivalent to the assumption that all pas
sengers flown on a route were residents of the
two cities. To avoid this problem, we use the
route-specific total cost of air travel instead of
the population and income.
This assumes that the consumer preferences
satisfy the so-called budgetability condition1
such that it is possible for the consumer to
allocate the discretionary income optimally
among, say, m budget categories (in our case,
including the air travel budgets on various
routes) knowing only them aggregate category
prices and without information on the prices of
individual items in each category. This condi
tion may not hold in reality because the first
stage allocation of the travel budget to each
route is likely to be influenced by the prices of
individual fareclasses as well as by the route
specific aggregate fare indexes on all routes.
However, degree and nature of the inter-fare
class competition which are of our major inter
est can be fully measured by constructing the
demand model conditional on the amount of
budget allocated to a specific route regardless
of optimality or non-optimality of the first
stage budget allocation.

What we are interested in is essentially the
representative behaviour of the second stage
allocation of the predetermined route-specific
air travel budget (or category expenditure in
general terms) to the individual fareclasses (or
items). The consumer preferences are said to
be strongly decentralizable if it is possible
for the consumer to optimally allocate the
category expenditures knowing only the intra
category prices. Gorman (1971] has shown that
weak separability of the utility functions into
the categories is both necessary and sufficient
for strong decentralizability } In the context of
our study, the weak separability implies that
marginal rates of substitution between every
pair of fareclasses are uninfluenced by prices
other than those of all the fareclasses on that
route. Empirically, there is no reason to believe
that marginal rates of substitution and thus,
choice of a fareclass should depend on prices of
other goods or services and fares on other
routes. Therefore, the assumption of strong
decentralizability, does not seem to be too re
strictive to undermine the results of our study.
In sum, given the major interest in investigat
ing structure of inter-fareclass competition, it
is theoretically justifiable to estimate the sys
tem of demand equations for the alternative
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fareclasses as functions of only the route spe
cific data on prices and qualities of all fare
classes, route's market characteristics and the
total air travel expenditures spent on each
route.
Under the assumption of strong decentraliz-
ability in allocating the route specific air travel
budget (Yr) to n individual fareclasses, it is
possible to write the route-wise indirect utility
function in terms of only the route specific data
as in equation (1):
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Note that the effects of variations in the route
characteristics (Zk) on fareclass choice are
parameterized in the indirect utility function
(1). Due to the duality relation between indirect
anddirect utility functions,1 the indirect utility
function H satisfying certain regularity condi
tions' can completely characterize the direct
utility function satisfying the similar regular
ity conditions. Therefore, the system of utility
maximizing demand functions Xj (V, Y, Z),
i = 1, 2, — , n, where V, = P,/Y, can be derived
by applying Roy's Identity directly to the
indirect utility function H as follows|Diewert,
1974 p. 126]:

'

A brief discussion seems necessary as to wh y
wechcx)se to estimate the derived demand sys
tem from the indirect utility function rather
than from the direct utility function. When the
direct utility function is used, the normalized
prices (IVY) are expressed as functions of the
quantities consumed (X), which is referred to
as the system of indirect demand functions.
This implies that quantities are taken to be
exogenous, while normalized prices are endog
enous. If we were estimating the preferences of
a single consumer, it would be indifferent, at
least theoretically, whether we used a direct or
an indirect utility function. However, when the
data are aggregated over a number of consu
mers, it would be improper toassume that the
quantities consumed are approximately con

stant across individuals. But, it is reasonable
toassume that the prices facing each consumer
are approximately constant while incomes and
quantities consumed differ.'
For the purpose of estimation it is necessary
to postulate a specific functional form for the
indirect utility function H(»). To study inter-
fareclass competition, the functional form
should be general enough to allow for free vari
ation of the elasticities of substitution, and be
sufficiently 'flexible' to provide a valid quad
ratic approximation to the unknown true pref
erences at a point of approximation as well as
to allow for a wide range of hypotheses tests
concerning the structure of preferences. Re
cently, there has been considerable work
developing general functional forms known as
"flexible" functions. Generalized Leontief
function [Diewert, 1971], translog function
[Christensen/Jorgenson/I.au, 1975], general
ized Cobb-Douglas function and square root
quadratic function are such examples. For the
following reasons, we have chosen to use a
translog function*1 to approximate the recip
rocal7 of our indirect utility function (1)
around the mean values of our data.

1. Berndt/Darrough/ Diewert s experiment

11977 1using the time-series data of Cana
dian consumer demands have shown that
the translog model was preferred to Gener
alized Leontief and Generalized Cobb-
Douglas models.

2. Starting with a general system of consu
mer demand functions representable as
ratios, Jorgenson and Lau 11979) have
shown that the only such systems which
satisfy the integrability conditions and, at
the same time, are capable of modelling
arbitrary own- and cross substitution ef-
fectsare the systems generated by translog
direct or indirect utility functions.

(B) General non -nomothetic Model
The non homothetic translog reciprocal in
direct utility function can be written as:

13) - InH(V.f)- «o. lo.tnV,* -bklnlfc

- -y- norm*1lied priceol farvtlaia1,

P.i observedpriceol tared***i,

ti roulc-nrx-cifie tot*! tlx travelexpenditure,

St.: kth rcutrch»r»ctmstIts,
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Applying Roy's identity (2) to the translog
function (3) and multiplying each of the resul
tant demand equations by the corresponding
normalized price V,, we obtain the following
system of expenditure share functions for the
n fareclasses:

l»» »t 1
■a.• I*.*u,v<* Ic 'al
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Note that the homogenity of expenditure
shares in prices (P) and total expenditures (Y)

is implied by Roy's identity, and the conditions
for symmetry of preferences and adding up of
shares are imposed in equations (4). Since the
expenditure shares in (4) are homogeneous of
degree zero in parameters, we impose the fol
lowing additional restriction for identif iabtlity
of the parameters:

The elasticity of demand for fareclass i with
respect to price of fareclass j can be computed"
as:

C-Twoo*
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Due to the homogeneity condition imposed on
the share functions, the elasticity of demand
with respect to total route expenditure (Y) can
be written as:

n.i ilr
- - fu

Note that Eiy is, in general, different from
income elasticity of the demand for fare class i.

However, the incomeelasticity can beobtained
by:

•j mtMn) ioj puvw*pjo Jt)T3Tl«*l«•■t»«T>ni

Finally, using the result of Allen 1 1938. p.512J.
the partial elasticities of substitution between
fareclasses i and j can be computed as:

( " rl
; ■ <■>

(C) Alternative Structures
of Preferences

Given our primary interest on empirical
results, in this paper we admittedly avoid any
exhaustive tests concerning the structure o

f

preferences. 1
1

However, we shall test the follow
ing hypotheses corresponding to the selected
restrictive preference structures of our inter
est, most of which have been frequently
assumed in the past empirical studies.

1
.

Route characteristics:
The route characteristics (ZK, K = 1, 2, 3. 4)

included in the general model were chosen
purely on the basis of our intuition. Therefore,

it is necessary to test whether or not the pref
erence structure is strictly independent10 o

f

one or more of these route variables. Restric
tions for the strict independence from the route
characteristic ZK are:

(9) ciK
= 0 for all i = 1,2,3.

2
. Weak separability:

It is interesting to see if the ratio of demand
functions for the economy and discount fare-
classes, X/X3, is independent of the normal
ized value of first class fare V,. Restrictions for
this weak separability [see Denny and Fuss,

1977| are:"

(10) ai2
= p| • a2 ai3

= pi»a3.

3
. Strong separability:

A stronger condition is strong separability.1'
implying that the demand functions for the
economy and discount fareclasses, and X3.
are independent of the normalized value of first
class fare V,. Restrictions for this strong sep-
arability are:

(11) ai2 = ai3
= 0-

4
.

Homotheticity:
Under homotheticity, the budget shares of all
fareclasses are independent of the amount o

f

the total route expenditure Y. Equivalently.
the ratios of the demand functions are homo
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geneous of degree zero in (V,, V2, V3). The con
ditions for homotheticity are:

(12) Xa^oa, for all i= 1,2,3.

However, the normalization of parameters (5)
forces o = 0 implying "linear homogeneity," a
stronger condition than homotheticity. This
condition implies that all expenditure elastic
ity (E,y) are one.
5. Log-linearity:
Under the log-linearity of reciprocal indirect
utility function, the budget shares of all fare-
classes are independent of all prices and total
expenditure, and depend only on route charac
teristics. The conditions for log-linearity are:

(13) la^oai i= 1,2,3,

a
t, =

P
, • a
: ij = 1,2,3.

The plan for testing hypotheses concerning
these restrictive structures are summarized
later in Tables 1 and 2

,

along with the test
results.

III. SOURCES OF DATA AND
CONSTRUCTION OF VARIABLES

The 1978 yearly cross-sectional data for the
selected 100 intra U.S. routes are used in this
study. These routes were chosen carefully so
as to represent general pattern of the entire
intra-U.S. route network by including routes
with various distance and market density.
For computational reasons, we decided to
aggregate all the scheduled airlines' passenger
services into the following three fareclasses:

(i) the regular first class

(ii) the standard economy class; for the sim
ilarity of fares, all the first class discount
services are combined in this fareclass.

(iii) the discount fareclass; all other services
including excursion fares, holiday or
weekend fares, night flight fares, charter
class fares, commuter fares and all other
promotional fares.

To account for the effects of route characteris
tics on fareclass choice, we decided to use the
following variables: average weekly departure
frequency (Z,), route distance in miles (Zy),
number of competitors serving the route (Z:i)
and average seat capacity of the aircrafts used
on the route (Z4).
Therefore, the route-specific data required to
estimate the system of expenditure share func
tions in equations (4) are as follows:

P
,: average observed price of fareclass i, i = 1

(first class), 2 (economy). 3 (discount).

S
,: share of expenditure of fareclass i. i = 1

(first class). 2 (economy). 3 (discount).

Y: total air travel expenditures on the route,

Z\. average weekly departure frequency (in
cludes the flights with 0 or 1 stop only),

Z2: distance of the route in miles,

Z3: number of airlines serving the route,

Z4: average seat capacity for the aircrafts
being used on the route.

The average observed prices of the three
fareclasses, number of weekly departure fre
quency, and number of airlines serving were
compiled from the Official Airline Guides,
North American Edition for each of the selected
routes. The traffic volumes for each fareclass
and distance of each route were compiled from
Domestic Origin-Destination Survey of Airline
Passenger Traffic, Table 13 (Domestic Pas
senger-Stage Movement Between Cities, by
Carrier and Fare Bases), which is supplied by
the Air Transport Association of America. The
total air travel expenditures and the expendi
ture shares on each route were computed using
the appropriate price and volume information.
The average seat capacity per aircraft on each
route was approximated as the number of
departures performed for each aircraft type
multiplied by the average number of seats per
aircraft for the aircraft type and then divided
by the total departure frequency of all aircraft
types. All the variables used for estimation
were normalized around their respective
means such that mean values of all the varia
bles become one. Therefore, all the second-
order approximation to unknown true prefer
ences are made around mean values of the data.

IV. ESTIMATION AND
HYPOTHESES TESTING

Each of the expenditure share equations
derived in Chapter III can be interpreted as
expected value of the consumers' utility-
maximizing share of expenditures on that
fareclass. In practice, there are errors in
adjustment to the utility-maximizing shares
due to, among others, inertia created by habit
formation and imperfect information on prices
and qualities of fareclasses. Therefore, empiri
cal implementation requires that the share
equations be imbedded in a stochastic frame
work. Thus, we define the column vector of
disturbances at route r as E* (r) = | E,(r). E^(r),
Et(r) | r = 1

,

2,— , R. and the associated con
stant cross equation disturbance covariance
matrix as fl*.

Since the expenditure shares always sum to
one at each observation, fl* is singular and
non-diagonal. If the estimators of parameters
are to be efficient, this disturbance covariance
matrix must be taken into account. As the
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result of singularity, however, the determinant
of the disturbance covariance matrix is zero,
and consequently the likelihood function is
undefined. To avoid this problem, any one of
the three share equations can be dropped.
Since the maximum likelihood estimates are
invariant to the equation deleted, we arbitrar
ily drop the first class share equation and
jointly estimate the share equations for the
economy and discount fareclasses. Thecompu-
tation is carried out by the nonlinear least
squares routine available in the Harvard Ver
sion TSP package.11
Asymptotic likelihood ratio (A) criterion is
used to test the hypotheses concerning struc
ture of preferences. Theil |1971. p. 396] has
shown that, asymptotically, -2£n\ has a Chi-
square distribution with the degree of freedom
being equal to the number of independent re
strictions imposed in the restricted model.

V. EMPIRICAL RESULTS
'Maintaining .the general non-homothetic
model as in equations (3) and (4), we first tested
to see if each of the four variables indicating

route specific market characteristics contrib
utes significantly to the explanatory power of
the model. The results of these first stage tests
reported in Table 1 indicate clearly that con
sumer behaviour on the fareclass choice is
strongly influenced by the weekly departure
frequencies (Zt, a market density indicator!
and distance of the route (Z2) but is not signifi
cantly affected by number of competing air
carriers operating on the route (Z3). Thechoice
behavior appears tobeaffected only marginally
by the average seat capacity per airplane being
used on the route (Z4). The statistical signifi
cance of the variables Z) and Z2 may be justi
fied on the grounds that the first class services
and discount fare programs are more likely to
be readily available on long-haul and /or dense
routes than on short-haul and/or light density
routes. The statistical insignificance of Z;i and
only a marginal significance of Z4 are probably
caused by the strong correlations between
these variables and the variables Z, and Z-,.
Using the results of these tests, we decided to
delete the variables Z3(number of competitors)
and Z4 (average seat capacity per aircraft) from

TABLE 1

TESTS OF HYPOTHESES ABOUT THE ROUTE CHARACTERISTICS

Alternative
hypothesis

(Ha)

Null
hypothesis

<Ho>

restrictions -21nX Results
at a « II

General model]
in {«)

1. Independence
from

(departure freq.)

2. Independence
from

Z2

(distance)
3. Independence
from Z -.;

(Number of
Competitors)

1. Independence
from
(average air
craft size)

cil=°
i=1,2,3

c.2=0
i=1,2,3

c.3=0
i=1,2,3

i=1,2,3

50.2

32.5

3.6

8.6

Reject H
Reject H

Cannot reject

H

Cannot reject
Ho

Statistically significant at a « 15.

Statistically significant at o = 5X.

2Critical values of x distribution with 3 df:
a = 1JS: 11. 3«
a = 5JS: 7.81
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the model before proceeding to the second stage
tests of the hypotheses concerning the struc
ture of preferences as described in Section II.
Table 2 presents the results of the second
stage hypotheses tests concerning the prefer
ence structures as well as the interrelation
ships between the tests. The results in Table 2
can be summarized as follows:

The general non-homothetic model is pre
ferred to the homothetic and the log-linear
models. This implies that Cobb-Douglas
form of demand models would give unreli
able results.
The model with weak or strong separabil
ity of the economy and the discount fare-
classes from the first class fares is pre-

TABLE 2

TESTS OF HYPOTHESES ABOUT THE STRUCTURE
OF PREFERENCES

Alternative
hypothesis

Null Bestrictions Number of
-24nXhypothesis independent Results

at a « 5*(V restrictions

General
model in CO

veak separability
(10)

a12=Pl-a2

a13=Pl"a3

1 0.225 cannot
reject

Ho

it strong separability
(11)

a12=al3=0 2 0.308 cannot
reject H

0

M Homotheticity (12)
J 0

2 8.26* reject B
0

i=l,2.3

it Log-linearity (13) Ea. -0

1=1,2,3

3 9.01 reject B0

aij =(yai
i =1,2,3

Weak strong
pl =° 1 0.083 cannot

reject IIseparability
(10)

separability (ll)
0

n Log-linearity (13)
J J

aiJ=Pj'ai

i,i-1.2,3

2 8.785* reject B
at"

Strong Log-linearity (13)
separability 1 8.702* reject H i

0 .(11)

Honotheticity
(12)

Log-linearity
(13)

a. ,=P."a.

i ..1-1.2.?
1 0.75

cannot ;
reject H j

Critical values of X -distribution:
■
Significant at a = 5?-

si cm f icancc

U\ 5:2? i!:§«
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ferred to the general model while the
strongly separable model is preferred to the
weakly separable one. These results mean
that the demand functions for the economy
and thediscount fare-classes, X

L, and X3,are
independent of the normalized price of first
class service V,.

3
. The model with the weak or strong separa

bility or homotheticity is preferred to the
log-linear one. This reinforces the above
result that Cobb Douglas form of demand
functions is inappropriate to use for the
study of inter-fareclass competition.

The overall result of the two-stage hypo
theses tests in Tables 1 and 2 indicates that the
strongly separable model without the route

specific market variables Z3 and Z
4 is the most

appropriate one to use in this study. The
parameter estimates of this model are reported
in Table 3 along with absolute values of their
asymptotic t-ratios. The parameter estimates

clf's and cid's indicate that the first class and
thediscount fareclass are being used relatively
more on the long-haul and/or dense routes.

Using the formulae presented in equations
(6), (7a) and (8), we evaluated the own and cross
price elasticities E,j, the total route expendi
ture elasticities E,y and the elasticities of sub
stitution between every pair of fareclasses.
These elasticities are reported in Table 4 only
for the selected routes to serve as the represen
tative examples. Note that cross price elastici-

TABLE 3

ML PARAMETER ESTIMATES FOR THE STRONGLY
SEPARABLE MODEL (asymptotic t-ratios 1are in parentheses)

Parameter Estimate Parameter Estimate

•l .03186** c1f .009108*

*2

.189343 (1.31) C2f -.020379 ( .53)

B3
.109595 (1.35) C3f .033822 (1.14)

"* .330802 (2.33) c1d
.010040*

a11
.002130*

c2d -.033559 ( .71)

"22 -.084936 ( .92) c3d .017339 (2.83)

"32 .075156*
cmf .022552 (3.41)

"33 -.067506*
cmd

-.006180 ( . 1»)

"»1 .002130*

"m2
-.009780 (1.02)

»n,3 .007650 (2.87)

Subscripts: 1 * first class. 2 = economy, 3 = discount.

f = departure frequencies, d = distance

denotes the parameter estimates computed from the adding-
up conditions in equation (4) and the normalization in
equation (5) .
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2.

ties between the first class and the other two 3. Thecross price elasticity of demand for the
classes are not reported in the table because economy class with respect to discount
they are all close to zero due to the strongly fares ranges from 0.28 to 0.45. This figure
separable model . This implies that there is no is generally above or below 0.4 for the
price competition between the first class and routes longer or shorter than 1000 miles ,
any other class . respectively . This implies that 1%increase
The results in Table 4may be summarized in the discount fares would result in more
as the following . than 0. 4% increase in the economy class

passengers onmost of the long -haulroutes.
1. The own price elasticity for the first class
services Eu varies between -.85 and -.95. The cross price elasticity ofdemand for the

This price inelastic demand conforms with discount fare services is between 0.6 to 1.0,

the fact that majority of the first class fluctuating significantly from one route to

users are business travellers . another depending on market conditions .

The demands for discount fare services
This strong cross price elasticity modifies

and for standard economy fareclass are the airline industry ' s claim the discount

highly price elastic with respect to their fares have eroded the standard economy

respective own prices , with the discount class market 'by showing that the threat is

fare services being substantially more bi-directional rather than unidirectional . A
price elastic. The own price elasticity for substantial proportion of the customers

the economyfareclass E22ranges from - 1.3 now flying on the discount fare programs

to - 1.5 with a tendency for the long -haul
may end up switching to regular economy

route being relatively more price elastic . fare if the standard economy fares are

These figures are substantially higher
adjusted downward by a substantial mar

than the own price elasticities for North gin . This may in fact improve the airlines '

Atlantic routes in the Mutti and Murai 's combined revenue from the two classes .

work ( - 1.01) and in the Straszheim 'swork 5. The high degree of competition between
( - 1.116) estimated by using Cobb -Douglas the economy and discount fare classes dis
model.Our estimates of the own price elas . cussed above is confirmed again by the
ticity for the demand for the discount fare extremely high elasticities of substitution
services lie between - 1 . 5 and - 1 . 9 .Mutti between the two fareclasses : 023 is between
and Murai reported - .51 as the own price 2 . 0 and 2 . 4 depending o

n
the route ' smarket

elasticity for charter class services o
n

the condition . This implies that one percent

North Atlantic routes ,while Straszheim ' s change in price ratio o
f

the two classes
figure was - 2 .735 for the " high discount " would result in 2 to 2 . 4 percent change in

fare services . the demand ratio .

TABLE 4

ELASTICITY ESTIMATES FOR THE SELECTED ROUTES

1978
Route Distance passenger B , E

2
2

2
2
3

( in miles) E
3
2

3
3

volume P
y
y

Y BY 012 013 023

. 7
7
. 0
5

. 8
2
. 8
6

79

L . A . - SanDiego 101

N . Y . - KansasCity 102

N . Y . - Washington, D . C . 199

L . A . - SanFrancisco 335
Boston- Cleveland 558
Philadelphia- Atlanta 672

N . Y . - Atlanta 756
Chicago- Dallas 800
Washington, D . C . - Miami 820

N . Y . - Miami 1 , 091

L . A . - Dallas 1 ,240

N . Y . - Houston 1 ,432
Seattle - Chicago 1 ,731

L . A . - Chicago 1 , 740
SanFrancisco- Detroit 2 .086

L . A . - Washington, D . C . 2 , 298

L . A . - N . Y . 2 , 453

L . A . - Boston 2 ,600

. 8
3

. 8
7

. 8
5

27, 594

1
0 ,292

180, 252
103,552

1
2 ,085

1
8
.620

6
6 ,833
67. 979

1
9
. 607
158, 991

3
8 ,017

3
6 ,892

1
0 , 965

73,020

1
3 , 518

3
4 ,572

130,716

2
8 , 576

- . 8
5

- . 9
3

- . 9
0

- . 9
3

- . 9
0

- . 9
2
- , 94

- . 9
3

- . 9
3

- . 9
4

- . 9
4
- . 9
8

- 1 . 3
1

- 1 . 4
3

- 1 . 3
4

- 1 . 3
6

- 1 . 3
6

- 1 . 3
8

- 1 . 00

- 1 . 3
9

- 1 . 4
- 1 . 4
4

- 1 . 4
5

- 1 . 94

- 1 . 9
7

- 1 . 99

- 1 . 6
6

- 1 . 4
8

- 1 . 5
0

- 1 . 6

. 2
8
. 3
8

. 3
0
3
2

. 3
3
. 3
3
3
6

. 3
5
. 3
6

. 3
9

. 4
0
3
9

. 4
2
. 03

1
. 4
3

. a
s
1

. 8
9
. 7
6

. 7
6
. 6
6

. 9
6

. 8
5

67

. 7
6

. 8
0
. 6
3

. 6
5
. 7
5

. 7
4
.61

. 8
2

. 7
0

. 6
0
. 8
4

- 1 . 7
5

- 1 . 6
9

- 1 . 6
8
1 . 5
9

- 1 . 8
6

- 1 . 7
6

- 1 . 6
0

- 1 . 6
8

- 1 . 7
2

- 1 . 5
6

- 1 . 5
9

- 1 . 67

- 1 . 6
6

- 1 . 5
4

- 1 . 7
3

- 1 . 6
3

- 1 . 5
4

- 1 . 7
5

8
5

1 . 0
0
. 9
2

. 9
9

. 9
3

1 .0592 . 98

. 9
0

1 . 0
4
. 9
2

. 9
4

9
3

1 . 0
4
. 3 . 9
7

. 8
9

1 . 0
0
. 9
0

. 9
2

1 . 0
8

91 . 9
7

. 9
3

1 .0593 . 98

9
2

1 . 0492 . 9
7

9
2

1 . 0
5
. 9
2

. 9
4

1 . 0
5
. 9
3

. 9
9

. 9
4

1 . 0
5
. 9
3

. 9
9

93 1 . 0
5

92 .98

. 9
3

1 . 0
5
. 9
2

9
9

9
4

1 . 0
6
. 9
4
1 . 0
0

. 9
3

1 . 0
5
. 9
1

. 9
9

. 9
4

1 . 0
5
. 9
3
1 . 0
0

. 9
4

1 . 0
6
. 9
4

1 . 0
0

9
3

1 . 0
5
. 9
1

. 9
9

2 . 1
2
2 . 2
5

2 . 1
0
2 . 0
5
2 . 3
0

2 . 2
6

2 . 1
2
2 . 1
9

2 . 2
5

2 . 1
3

2 . 1
8
2 . 2
4

2 . 2
9

2 . 1
9

2 . 3
5

2 . 2
7

2 . 2
1

2 . 3
7

. 8
7
. 9
7
. 8
6

. 8
6

. 8
8

. 5
. 8
7

. 0
9

. 0
5

. . 95

- . 9
4

- . 9
4

- , 9
5
- 9
4

• theelasticity o
f

demandfor ith fareclasswith respect to variable ) .

o
m
- tie elasticity o
f

substitutionbetweenfareclasses1 and 1 .

1 . ) . 1 ( first clasg) , 2 (economy) , 3 (discount) , y (total routeexpenditure) .
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6. The elasticity of demand with respect to
the route specific total expenditure, Ejy, is
0.85 ~ 0.95, 1.04 ~ 1.05 a nd 0.89- 1.0 for the
first, the economy and the discount fare-
classes, respectively. It is important to
know that these elasticities are different
from the fareclass specific income elastici
ties (E;|) as explained in Section II. The
income elasticity (Ey]) for the aggregate air
travel markets was estimated to be about
1.7 in our other study" |Oum and Gillen,

1979|. Therefore, the income elasticity for
demand for each fareclass E

,| (see equation

(7b))can be computed by multiplying 1.7 to
the corresponding route specific expendi
ture elasticity Ely. Therefore, the income
elasticity of demand is 1 .4 ~ 1 .6, 1 .75, and
1.5 — 1.7, for the first, the economy and the
discount fare classes, respectively.

In sum, our study finds that: (i) There is
strong competition between the economy and
the discount fareclasses and no significant
competition between the first class and the
other two classes, (ii) The demand is highly
own price elastic for the discount fareclass,
slightly less price elastic for the economy fare-
class, and price inelastic for the first class serv
ices, (iii) Income elasticities are very high for all
the three fareclasses. (iv) The strongly separa
ble model is chosen as being the most appro
priate model to use in the study of inter-fare-
class competition.
Owing to the symmetric nature of inter-
fareclass competition between the economy
and the discount fareclasses, the issue of
optimal inter-fareclass pricing is crucial for the
airline industry's future financial perform
ance, as well as for the efficiency of resource
allocation.

FOOTNOTES

1
.

Lau |1969|hasshown that theconsumerpreferenceis
budgetable if theutility functioniscontinuous,strictly
quasi-concave,nonincreasing,andstrictly increasingin
at leastonecoordinate.

2
.

Blackorby/PnmontKussell 1 1978.pp. 103-259or 1975]
presents a mostcomprehensiveand systematicdiscus
sion on budgeting,aggregationand decentralizationof
consumer'sbudgetallocationdecisions,

3
.

For various versionsof the duality theorem,seeLau

1 1969|.Shepard|1970|,Afriat [1972|andespeciallyDie
wert|1974|.

4
.

The requiredregularityconditionsare:theindirectutil
ity function H(») be continuous,nonincreasing,and
quasiconvexin thenormalizedpncevector(Vj =Pj/Y,

i = 1 . 2
, — , n)overthepositiveorthant.

5
.

PollakandWales ( 197H|and rWrndt/Darrough'Diewert

1 1977|areexamples,in which indirectutility functionis
usedtodenvedemandsystemJorgensonandI^u 1 1975|.
ChnstensenandManser1 1978J, andChnstcnsen-'Jorgen-
son'Lau 1 197f>|haveusedbothdirectandindirectutility
(unctions. It is not surprising that theyobtainedvery
differenttest resultsbv estimatingdirect and indirect
translogutility functions,althoughthetwoaresupposed
toappioximatean identicalpreference.

6
.

In thisstudy,thetranslogfunction is usedas a quadratic
approximationto the true unknownpreferencesrather

thanasanexactformof reciprocalindirect utility func
[ion. SeeSimmonsand Weiserbs(1979)for an elegant
discussionabouttheinabilitytodistinguishbetweenthe
hypothesisthat translogpreferenceshold globallyand
the hypothesisthat true unknown preferencessatisfy
integrabilitvconditionsat the point of approximation.
FnedlaenderandSpady[ 1977|.Oum 1 1979a.1979b|.Oum
andGillen ( 1979).SpadyandFriedlaender1 197S|area few
examplesof transportstudies,in which translogfunc
tionswereused.

7
.

Translogfunctionis notsuitablefor approximatingany
convexfunctionsuchas indirectutility function There
fore,wehavechosentoapproximatethereciprocalfunc
tion ratherthantheindirectutility function itself.

8
.

Derivationsoftheseelasticitiesareavailablein Oumand
Gillen 1 1979|.

9
.

For nearlycompletetestson structuresof the prefer
ences.seeJorgensonandLau 1 197f>jandOumandGillen
|I979|.

10. SeeBlackorby/PnmontRussell 1 1978.pp.165-168|fora
formaldescriptionof strict independence.

11. Weakseparability is a necessarybutnotsufficientcondi
tion for thetwostageoptimizationprocedure.

12. Strongseparability is a sufficientconditionfor (hetwo-
stageoptimizationprocedure

13. The convergencecriterion used is that (a) the largest
changetn parameterestimatesfromoneiterationtothe
next shouldbenogreaterthan05 percent,and (b>the
largestabsolutedeviationof theelementsof the trans
formed residual covariancematrix Irom the identity
matrixof samesizeshouldbenogreaterthan .005.

14. Althoughincomeelasticityof thecombineddemandvar
iesfromroutetoroute,thefindingsreportedin thestudy
by Verledger1 1 9721 seemto conformthat the average
overallroutes is about1.7.
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